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Colour is the third of the three legs on which computer graphics stands.
The other two are geometry, where to put a pixel of content, and
animation, when to put the pixel of content. Colour addresses the problem
of what the content of the pixel should be. This document is a short
introduction to the basics of colour, designed to be just enough for
understanding the concepts used in cs488 when we study lighting and
rendering.

A. LIGHT

The property of light we care about is wavelength, . When we shine
white light through a prism it is spread into a spectrum because light of
different wavelength is refracted by slightly different angles. In the rainbow
you see at different locations light that differs in wavelength, which is
perceived to be different in colour. Visible light is roughly between the
wavelengths of 380 nanometres (nm) and 740 nm: going through violet,
blue, green, yellow, orange and red as the wavelength increases. The
spectral power distribution of a light, which is a key concept describes a
light by giving the amount of light, usually measured in terms of energy or
power, at each wavelength.

B. THE HUMAN EYE

The eye transforms light to colour.

b.1. IMAGING

The eye images the scene, embodied as the view plane for computer
graphics rendering, on the retina, with the property that points that are
adjacent on the view plane are adjacent on the retina. Such topology-
preserving mappings are called retinotopic: retinotopy is preserved in
most of the mappings from one representation to another in the visual
cortex, and is the basis of human perception of geometry.

b.2. THE RETINA

The retina is divided into two qualitatively different zones: the fovea,
which occupies the central 2 degrees of the visual field, and the periphery,
which occupies the remainder. The fovea has the most closely-packed
photoreceptors, and provides most of the information that travels via the
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optic nerve to the brain. The fovea has very acute geometric and colour
vision, but its temporal response is somewhat slow. Photoreceptors are
more sparse in the periphery, and their output is significantly processed
before being sent to the brain.*

Neglecting the rods, which are actively only at low light levels, and
which contribute little or nothing to the perception of colour, the retina in
general, and the fovea in particular, is covered by three arrays of
photoreceptors.

1. Short wavelength photoreceptors are most sensitive to light between
380 nm and 470 nm. They contribute blueness to perceived colour.

2. Medium wavelength photoreceptors are most sensitive to light
between 480 nm and 560 nm. They contribute greenness and
brightness to perceived colour.

3. Long wavelength photoreceptors are most sensitive to light between
500 nm and 630 nm. They contribute redness and brightness to
perceived colour.

What contributes yellowness? When medium and long wavelength
photoreceptors signal simultaneously, the colour perceived is yellow.

The photoreception process is linear. If a spectral power distribution has
the light at all wavelengths doubled or halved, the amount of light
absorbed by each photoreceptor is doubled or halved, respectively. Two
lights that match in colour still match in colour if their spectral power
distributions are doubled or halved. If a new light is formed by adding the
spectral power distributions of two lights than the amount of light
absorbed by each photoreceptor is the sum of the light absorbed by each
of the original two lights. If two lights match in colour the adding the same
light to each of them will result in two new lights that also match in
colour.

In other words, because photoreception is linear, the space of colours is
also linear, where the concrete operations that implement linearity are
adding and multiplying spectral power distributions. Furthermore, the
dimensionality of the system is three. Once we choose a coordinate
system, each colour is specified by a triplet of real numbers, which are
coordinates with respect to the system.

C. THE STANDARD COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR COLOUR

In the 1930s a standard coordinate system was established for colour,
which is now used whenever two parties want to communicate about
colour. It is known as the CIE† colour system: its basis colours are the non-
physical colours, , coordinates in the system are known as

tristimulus values , and the coordinates are calculated from

* The periphery contains more than 90% of the photoreceptors on the
retina, but contributes less than 10% of the signal sent to the brain.

† Commission Internationale de l’Éclairage.
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spectral power distribution using the colour matching functions
 using the following integrals.

.

Systems and standards providing calibrated colour, like PostScript and
PDF, make available CIE tristimulus values as a way of providing
standardized colour.

D. COLOUR DEVICES

Many colour production methods used in computer graphics involve little
more than a change of basis. For example, consider the colour CRT, until
recently the main colour monitor used in computer systems. It produces
colour by having three phosphors, each illuminated by an electron beam
the intensity of which depends on the stored RGB values of each pixel. The
spectral power distribution of the light emitted from a given pixel is then

,

where , , are the spectral power distributions of light

emitted by each phosphor. It is straightforward to calculate the tristimulus
values of the emitted light:

.

The coefficients

,

which are constant properties of a colour CRT, are the matrix elements of
the matrix that transforms a colour specified in the CRT basis into the
standard CIE basis. This general procedure, expressing the basis vectors of
one frame in terms of the basis vectors of another frame we saw
previously in the course when we were converting from one affine
coordinate system to another.

The matrix elements vary from one type of CRT to another, so the CRT
specification is called ‘device-dependent’, whereas the CRT specification is
‘device-independent’. The coefficients, , are, possibly non-linear,
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functions of the values stored in the frame buffer. Some graphics sub-
systems, called gamma-corrected, linearize these functions; others do not.
Calibration of a device requires linearization of these functions as part of
transforming stored RGB values into standard colour specifications.

E. COLOURED SURFACES

When light encounters a surface it separates into two components, a
surface component which is reflected specularly with no change in colour,
and a body component which passes through the surface and interacts
with pigment particles under the surface. Light usually scatters many
times within the surface, changing its colour on each scattering because
pigment particles slectively absorb light of different wavelengths. Thus,
when the light re-emerges from the surface its spectral power distribution
has changed. The change is multiplicative: it is a good model for most
surfaces to write the change as wavelength by wavelength multiplication:

.

The result is a coloured surface with an uncoloured highlight that is only
visible at a very specific angle. The process by which the surface is
coloured, being multiplicative, interacts poorly with the linear structure of
colour specification.

e.1. ROUGH SURFACES

e.2. A GOOD-ENOUGH MODEL

F. COLOURED MEDIA

G. A MENAGERIE OF COLOUR SYSTEMS

g.1. CIE COLOUR REPRESENTATIONS

g.2. COLOUR DIFFERENCE SYSTEMS

g.3. SYSTEMS FOR COLOUR CHOOSERS
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